
Warlock’s World Earnings Guide
A brief recap on the only indicator you’ll ever need aka VWAP.

VWAP stands for Volume Weighted Average Price.

The blue line on my charts is the 1-minute VWAP, and it’s THE ONLY LINE
THAT MATTERS IN THE STOCK MARKET

This line is telling you where institutional money is going into or exiting the
market.

We’re not looking to move markets or find the next hidden gem, we’re
using VWAP to ride the wave of institutional money flow causing spikes in
price action.

When a stock makes a definitive move back above the 1-minute VWAP, that tells
us that BIG, institutional money is coming into the stock, and that’s what gives us
the volume.

When a stock moves back below the 1-minute VWAP, it tells us the big boys are
hitting the exits, and that there could be further downside follow through in price.

Now that we’ve established the importance of VWAP, if I say “This stock is
breaking back over VWAP” during one of my Warlock’s World sessions, you
might think, “Institutional money is getting into this stock – maybe I should buy it.”

On the flipside, stocks making decisive moves back BELOW the 1-minute
VWAP often present opportunities on the bearish side – which is when I tend
to short shares.

On my charts, I technically have TWO lines. The blue line is the most important
– that’s the 1-minute VWAP, and it’s available on most charting platforms.

Learn how to add the 1-minute VWAP to your charts right here.

The orange line is the multiday VWAP – or multiple time frame VWAP.

https://moneymorninglive.com/page/how-to-add-vwap-to-thinkorswim-chart


The multiday VWAP is roughly an average of the prior day’s VWAP and the
current day’s VWAP.

When a stock moves from the 1-minute VWAP to the multiday – from the blue
line to the orange line – that’s what I call a 1-minute multiday VWAP reversal.

Earnings and why it matters

Companies report earnings every quarter.

Most investors and financial news outlets focus on things like earnings per share,
revenue, guidance, EBITDA…

To me, none of that matters.

I’m pretty sure I don’t even know what EBITDA means.

Remember, with VWAP trading, all we care about in Warlock’s World is
VOLUME and PRICE.

So all those ratios and metrics? Throw ’em out the window.

I’m sure you’re asking…

But Kenny, if you don’t care about what the earnings report says, why do you
care about the stock reporting earnings?

Ahhhhhhhhh I’m glad you asked, Blanche. As a disciple of VWAP, I’m looking for
stocks with high trading VOLUME.

The more volume, the stronger the corresponding VWAP signal will be.

At no point in the year do we see more relatively predictable volume and volatility
spikes than during quarterly earnings season.



Earnings opens the door for Warlock’s World members to trade stocks they
might not otherwise – stocks that regularly have LOW volume.

My main point is:

EARNINGS = VOLUME & VOLATILITY

VOLUME = LIQUIDITY

VOLATILITY = PRICE MOVEMENT

LIQUIDITY + PRICE MOVEMENT = VWAP TRADES

VWAP TRADES = $$$

Click here, or the image below, for more of a breakdown of why I love to trade
earnings season.

https://moneymorninglive.com/page/why-kenny-loves-to-trade-earnings-season
https://moneymorninglive.com/page/why-kenny-loves-to-trade-earnings-season


Why now is the most important earnings season
of the next five years

My esteemed Money Morning LIVE colleague, Garrett Baldwin, recently
addressed how this earnings season could be the most important earnings
season of the next five years.

If you’ve ever tuned into my sessions, you may have heard me say the phrase
“trade for the day, live for the day, live forever.”

But that doesn’t mean that I don’t pay attention to the bigger goings ons of the
market.

Remember, I’m the guy, along with Garrett, that was telling anyone who would
listen to go to cash at the beginning of 2022.

I called the Cathie Wood top – while Goldman Sachs and CNBC continue to tell
people to double down on the market.

Now that we’re in a bear market, those same entities continue to try to call the
bottom.

Most people figure: hey, the market has been hammered. It’s gotta go back up
soon, right?

WRONG.

Take a look at this chart that Garrett shared with me:



In his words, “This chart right here shows exactly what is happening in this
market ahead of earnings season. The Federal Reserve’s actions are driving
down the valuation of stocks. But valuation is just one part of a stock’s value.
Another is FORWARD earnings expectations.

If earnings fail to hold up for companies in this earnings season, the entire
market has another leg down to go, and we’d see excess volatility in price
movement due to changes in forecasts and outlooks at the S&P 500 level.”

What Garrett is saying is that even though the market has been smacked down
since the beginning of the year – just like he and I predicted – earnings
expectations continue to move higher.

If earnings come in under expectations, the market could fall further.

But the words that Garrett said that really caught my eye were EXCESS
VOLATILITY IN PRICE MOVEMENT.



VWAP trades thrive during earnings season because of the extra volatility that
earnings brings.

If we see greater volatility…well, VWAP will thrive EVEN MORE.

This means that THIS earnings season RIGHT NOW is CRUCIAL.

So how can we capitalize?

Focus on ONE trade.

The earnings reversal

An earnings reversal is when a stock that has reported earnings sees price
action change course from the initial reaction based on the earnings report.

Because earnings reports are released either before the market opens or after
the market closes, the initial price action based on the report often creates
GAPS.

Either the market doesn’t like the report and the stock goes down a lot, or, for
whatever reason, the report appears good and the share price rises.

These gaps are important for my 1-minute multiday VWAP reversal.

The key word being REVERSAL.

If a stock reports earnings and is gapped up, I look to play the fade.

Frequently, a company will report good numbers, buyers will pile in, and the stock
appears to be going “to the moon”…only for price action to reverse course to the
downside after the market opens.

This initial move to the upside is an opportunity for the types of trades that I teach
in Warlock’s World.

Read more about how I play the fade here.

https://thisisvwap.com/2021/11/we-played-the-fade-and-got-paid/?vwap_subscribe=complete&%7B%7Bregular_query_vars%7D%7D


The other type of gap that I teach Warlock’s World members how to trade is the
gap down.

This is when a company reports earnings, and for some reason or another,
experiences a larger than expected sell off in either aftermarket or premarket
trading.

But here’s something I’ve discovered in nearly 30 years of stock trading…

Stocks that report earnings and gap down usually find buyers.

It’s not always a monumental reversal to the upside, but often there’s room to
grab some quick profits on a nimble day trade to the upside.

No matter whether a stock is gapped up or gapped down, the key to trading
these kinds of stocks is defining significant price levels and VWAP.

Determining Significant Price Levels
One of the most frequent questions that I’m asked by the live room chat is: What
are the red lines that you draw and how do you determine where to put them?

The horizontal red lines that you see on my chart are significant price levels.

These levels are drawn based on prior price action, and give me an idea of
where a stock’s price could find support or face resistance during the trading
session.

Generally, there’s FOUR significant price levels that I consider.

1. The premarket HIGH.
2. The premarket LOW.
3. The open market HIGH.
4. The open market LOW.

Technically, there COULD be FIVE significant price levels, as I always consider
VWAP.

The premarket low is the red line that touches the bottom of the lowest candle or
candles in premarket.

https://thisisvwap.com/2021/06/the-vwap-play-for-earnings-season/?vwap_subscribe=complete&%7B%7Bregular_query_vars%7D%7D


The premarket high is the red line that touches the top of the highest candle or
candles in premarket.

Generally, when a stock breaks VWAP to the upside and breaks the premarket
high, there should be some follow through, allowing for a profitable VWAP trade.

When it comes to stocks reporting earnings, the principals are the same.

When the report is released, I put a line on my chart for the opening candle high
and low.

As the minutes go by and the reaction levels change, I continue to mark
significant levels – new highs, new lows, or prices that are touched upon
MULTIPLE TIMES.

This creates what I call the earnings road map.

While I can sit here and try to tell you all day, I think the best thing to do is to
show you.

Click here, or the image below, to watch an example of how I set up an earnings
road map.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSTVQw754qc&ab_channel=HitTheBid
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSTVQw754qc&ab_channel=HitTheBid


Editor’s Note: These instructions apply to how Kenny would have traded
Chewy (CHWY) stock on June 2, 2022 and should no longer be considered
applicable.

In addition to significant price levels, it’s absolutely imperative to know he right
chart setups and candlestick formations to recognize.

Remember, I don’t care about EBITDA or EPS or whatever…

Don’t trade the stock, trade the SETUP.

Click here for my favorite setups and how to trade them.

The Warlock’s Rules For Earnings Season

I usually like to play things fast and loose – except when it comes to trading.

Staying disciplined – in both wins and losses – is how we stay in the game.

The market is rigged. It’s a casino. And if you stay at the table long enough, the
house always wins.

I know because I’ve learned my lesson the hard way. And now I can impart what
I’ve learned to you.

My first rule for earnings season is PATIENCE.

If you’ve watched me over the last six months, I’ve been preaching patience.
There should be no rush to put a trade on. Let the trades come to you.

In fact, if you’re relatively new to trading VWAP, I recommend waiting until at
least 9:45 a.m. ET to trade.

Trading the open can get you killed. WAIT. Let the trades come to you.

My next rule…NO SETUP. NO TRADE.

https://thisisvwap.com/vwap-basics-chart-setups/


This ties into the first rule. In Warlock’s World, I teach to trade the SETUP. If
there’s no clear setup, hands off, Blanche.

Another rule…and this is a big one…DON’T TRADE THE AFTERMARKET.

Many of the biggest names report their earnings after the market closes for the
day.

Trading at this time can be DANGEROUS.

Liquidity dries up – which could make it difficult to get into and out of trades.

Even I don’t trade the aftermarket. Stay out of it.

Often with earnings reports, we see HUGE moves to the upside or downside.

This can lead traders to think “oh man, if only I had bought those calls (or puts)
before the earnings report.”

Which leads me to my next rule…

NEVER BUY OPTIONS BEFORE EARNINGS.

I’ll say it again.

NEVER BUY OPTIONS BEFORE EARNINGS.

Click here, or on the image below, for a full explanation of this rule.

https://moneymorninglive.com/page/never-buy-options-before-earnings


After the earnings report comes out? That is when we look for options trades.

And finally…MANAGE YOUR RISK.

If you’ve seen me trade live, you may have heard me say something along the
lines of “I risked a nickel to make a dollar!”

That’s because before I enter any trade, I define my risk.

This is a combination of determining significant price levels and remaining
disciplined.

But that also means that I’m not putting my entire account on the line for a single
trade.

That’s a recipe for disaster.

By defining and managing your risk ahead of time, there are no surprises. It
removes the emotion from trading.

And it protects your money.

https://moneymorninglive.com/page/never-buy-options-before-earnings


Stocks I’m watching this earnings season

This is just a FEW of the stocks that I’m watching for the rest of July and August.

There are, of course, many more, and keep an eye on my Warlock’s Watchlist
every day to know which stocks I’m zeroing in on for VWAP trades.




